When it comes to church sound, there are three essential reverbs that will help you achieve great sound while keeping it simple. The Behringer X32 has great built-in presets for these three reverbs.

Following are the presets we recommend and a few custom settings to apply for best results. Keep in mind, every sound system and room is different, so don’t be afraid to experiment with decay time.

### Plate Reverb for Vocals

**fx1: Vocal Plate Preset with Custom Settings:**
- Pre Delay: 150ms
- Decay: 3.4s
- Hi Cut: 20kHz

### Hall Reverb for Instruments

**fx2: Big Concert Preset with Custom Settings:**
- Decay: 2.8s

### Reverb for Drums

**Fx3: Drum Treat Preset (as is)**

### How to Load FX Presets

1. Tap the ‘EFFECTS’ button next to the X32’s screen
2. Page over to the fx1 tab (or whatever tab you are working on)
3. Tap the ‘UTILITY’ button
4. Find the appropriate preset and tap ‘Load Preset’